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Modeling Incompressible Navier-Stokes
Flows by Least Squares

Approximation

* * tF

SIJDARSHAN TIWARI A}.ID SA}.IDRO MANSERVISI

Abstrrct In this paper the least squar!s particle msthod (LSQ) is used to model incompressible

flows. We preseNtt a constrained least squares approximation for the reconstruction of the flow and

show reliable and accurate simuladons ofthe viscous Navier-Stokes equations. The corresponding

incompressible limit cm be impleme,nted and its accurary tested against numerical and analytical

solutions. The in6oryressible Poiseuille and viscous multi-vortex flows are studied and compared

with analytical solutions. Furthermore results for cavity flows at different Reynolds numbers are

presented and discussed.
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1. Introduction

The study of incompressible fluid flows is one of the main field of

computational fluid dynamics. This subject becomes even more appealing when one

.ao ree the incompressible flow as limit of the compressible, viscous Navier-Stokes

equations. The aim of this paper is tb show how the compressible, viscous Navier-
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Stokes equations can be simulated by using the least squares method in the

framewo* of particle method and the incompressible flow can be reproduced as

limit of small Mach numbers.
The particle method has certain advantages over other methods' This

method is a meshfree and a fully Lagrangian method and numerical solutions are

computed over a moving grid defined by particles treating the geometry and the

conesponding moving boundaries in,a natural way. However the classical particle

methoi, t-ooth"d particle hydrodynamics (SPH) [ll], is based on an integral

interpolant with sufficiently smooth symmetric kernel function and has two

fundamental problems: the approximation of derivatives of order larger than one and

the implementation of the boundary conditions.

In the classical particle approach the approximation of derivatives near the

boundary is not accurate. Alternatively, the approximation of derivatives in a grid

free strutture can be obtained by moving least squares methods [1, 3, 10]' In [10] it

is shown that the moving least squares method gives a good approximation of the

function and derivative near the boundary. Both of the approaches are similar to the

furite difference discretization but show well known problems of instability and

artificial viscosity should be introduced in order to stabilize the scheme. In [11]

viscosity is introduced in the momentum and energy equations and in [10] an

artificial viscous term is proposed for all the equations of the system' Both

approaches do not give good approximations of the second order spatial derivative

ani therefore, they cannot compute efliciently the Navier-Stokes equations' ln this

paper, we approximate the first and second order derivatives by a constrained

*.igt-,t"d least squares method and the natural Navier-Stokes viscous term is used'

ln t[is approach the solutions of the compressible Euler system can be obtained

frorn the Navier-Stokes equations by letting the viscosity and heat conductivity tend

to zero. In [15] the scheme for the lD case is shown to be stable and numerical

solutions converge to the Euler solutions when the number of particles tend to

infinity and the viscosity and heat conductivity tend to zero'

The particle method should reproduce the results obtained by other well

known methods with comparable accuracy. Many treatrnents of the boundary

conditions are "ad hoc" implementations and cannot be reproduced easily' In this

paper we propose to reconsiruct the field over a fix grid and impose the boundary

"orrAitionr 
ovir such a field. The fix grid can be used over the entire domain or only

over part of the domain containing the boundary. we show that our method is

consistent and it is a solid starting point for a moving particle method. In this paper

we are discussing only the method over domains with fx boundaries leaving to

further works the discussion of the rules necessary for consistent moving or adaptive

particle grids. For further applications of the particle hydrodynamics to moving

boundary problems we refer to [10]'
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The particle scheme is used to find the verocity and pressure fierds and anew constrained least squares method is used to ,""o*t ,r"t irr" function and thederivatives. The use of the constrained least squares approximation aflows us tocompute with accuracy the second-order space derivatives and the solution of flreviscous Navier-stokes equations. since most of the numerical anJ anurytical worksare in the field of incompressible flows over bounded domains we appty this newmethod to incompressible flows. we solve basicaty th, ;;;;sible Nuuier_Stokesequations in the lowMach number limit.
The paper is organized as foilows. In $2 we introduce the compressibre

loael Td trg incompressibre rimit. In g3 the cdnstrained r"uri ,quur", merhod isdescribed and the discrete set of equations are written. In $4 we presenr somenumerical tests.

2. Model

Let c) be an open bounded domain in Irf 1s = r,2,3) with bo'ndary f. Letp,0 and p be ttre density, velocity and pressure fields representing the statevariables. The compressible Navier-stokes system in the Lagarangi* ro'r,n .-;;witten as [6J

Db
;= -bv 'a
^ D 6
Pi l= -vF+ pY .d (6) ,

where p is the dynamic viscosity. By DlDtwe denote the Lagrangian derivative and
by d the stress tensor a, =,***-iu, v.0. The system (z.r-2.2)is crosed by
the state equation i= bti>.In this paper we assume a simpre linear stare raw
i,= Ab+B with A=c2 and B constant where c is the characteristic sound speed.
For an ideal compressible fluid a power law fi = Ab, +.8 can also be used when
Aly is set to be equal ty c2. 

\e 
Lagrangian form of the equation s n (2.1-2.2) canbe easily implemented over fx o, fr"" b=oundary domains. ilo*"uo, before solvingproblems in complex or moving geometries we would like to show that the methodis accurate and it can be used to simulate incompressible flows.

The Navier-stokes system for incompressible fluid flow is a different set ofequations which can be written as
( 2 . 3 )  V . 0 = 0

^ D a
P d = - V i , +  p V . 6 .

(2.r)

Q.2)

Q.4)
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Under appropriate conditions over some data one expects that the system (2.1-2.2\

converges to (2.3-2.4\. We denote the nature of (2.1) is deeply different from (2.3)

and we should expect the limit to be singular.
Numerical simulations of compressible flows at low Mach numbers is not

easy due to the multiple time and length scales involved in the computation. In order

to rewrite the system (2.1-2.2) in a more suitable forrn we use an asymptotic

expansion which also gives a good insight into the solution behaviour of the

compressible equations in the limit of vanishing Mach number. To cover small scale
flow as well as the long-wave phenomena a single time scale is performed. Similar
results can be found in literature in many forms and flavors. For details one can

consult for example 18,9,13,7f.
Let prel , pof , V,"l be the reference state. We consider the state

variables (p, i,p) inthe non-dimensional form, namely p=blp*r,6=AlY,"1 and

p = P I p,"t. By taking a typical speed Zo of the incompressible flow and the length

scale I of the flow we set the time scale 9: L lVn1. We note that Y,"y should be in

some way related, but not necessarily equal, to Vs or c. This leads to rvrite the non-

dinrensional Navier-stokes system, for the state variables ( p, p, i), as

: l

(2.s)

(2.6)

Do- = - p y . A

DA Pot p
P  D t = - ; m v P +  L h r  p r e r v ' o '

'-r-

-!r
ffi

r {

!t:

,q
,.E

-

a.a
;!.

:on
: :
(-|!'

Since we use the linear state law, we write p = cz(P-p,"t)+V& pq. In the limit of

p -+ p ref wa have p = VB pd. which is normally used as reference pressure in the

incompressible flow. Now by solving (2.5-2.6) through an explicit method we

should take into account the fact that we have quasi-incompressible flows and not

fully divergent free flow. Let pm & the approximate average value lbrp then,we

can define Lb^= bn^- p*t. In this numerical limit the reference pressure is

defined by p,"f = c2 Lptt +Yt p*t which agrees with the incompressible reference

pressure when Ap; tends to zero. From the definition of p,"7 we have P,"I/P*t=

c2 tfio + Vl . The state equation in the non-dimensional variable becornes

p=((p- l)+ M3) l (A,py+ MZ), with the Mach number def ined by M1 =Volc2'

The Mach number as a global parameter characterizing the non-dimensional limit is

defined with respect to Vn1 by M =V)a /@p/dp)v':'JLph + ML which is equal

to Mn in the limit of L,ph tendng to zero. We note that M + 0 implies botlt

Mo ) 0 and A,p6 + 0.If we set Irfu = Pollpt the system (2.5-2.6)becomes

;
Jnr
:':oct

.L\

, l 9

r l  I

( 2 . 1

whe

The
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(2.7)

(2.8)

Do- = - p y . A

D i a
P  D t = - v r + 7 U  * V  

. d

rf Mo is small then vo1 is equal to cJ tpl and the time is scaled with a
characteristic time for sound wave propagation. we have M = J Lph and the non_
dimensional velocity cannot be of order 0(l) in the limit of vanishing M".

If A,pl is small then Vn1 is equal to Vo and M: Mo. The time is scaled
with a characteristic time for the incompressible flow propagation and the pressure
term is sin^gular (proportional to l/M2). If one expands the variable p as
p= po+ M|pz (see for examples 11,g,r3,7l and references therein) there is no
longer one single pressure term to influence the leading order velocity in the limit of
low Mach number but a clean separation of different physical effects associated with
these pressure terms. The leading tenn p0 tends in the limit to be spatially
homogeneous and acts as a thermodynamics variable satisffing the state equations.
The second order term ;2 represents a balance between tne inertiat and viscous
force and also guarantees the free divergence motion. In the vanishing limit this
term should be decoupled completely from the total pressure and therefol from tlre
state equation.

In spite of the fact that Mo ) 0 and Lpn -+ 0 are both singular limits
the linrit M -+ 0 is nice if the ratio LphlM2is approximately constant. The limit in
Lpn is the most difficult to be imposed and in general a projection over a free
divergence velocity field should be used [2, lz]. kr this paper we use an explicit
method to solve the Navier-Stockes system and therefore an asymptotic form of the
(2.3-2.4) and the pressure state equation is appropriate. In (2.g) we take the limit
Lpn -> 0 and in the state equation the limit Mo i 0. The system (2.31.4) and the
pressure state equation become

Do- = - p y . A

D i r
d 

= -Yo* 
R. V .4.

(p -r)
p = - -  

5  
-

where Re = Lp4 vslp is the Reynolds number and d a positive small real number.
The (2.10) is clearly the limit equation for"Mtendnlto zgto but the (2.|L\should be

(2.e)

(2.r0)

(2.r l)
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understood in the limit of small d We note that the (2.9-2.10) has the same form of

the compressible system n(2.1-2.2) and therefore suitable for a Lagrangian particle

method.
We would like to remark that (2.11) is not anymore a state equation but an

equation for the incompressible pressure which is completely decoupled from the

compressible state equation. The constant d determines the pressure in agreement

with the variable p which is not anymore representing the real density but a sort of

error in the divergence field.

3. LSQ-particle Discretization

3.1. Least Squares Approximation of the derivatives

The least squares method has been used to approximate the first order space

derivatives and solve the compressible Euler equations in fix and moving geometrics

(see for example [4, 5]). The aim of this paper is to approximate the full Navier -

Stokes equations and therefore both first and second order space derivatives. The

main advantage of the least squares methods is that it is very general and can be

applied to very irregular moving geometries. The idea is to substitute the smoothing

functions used to interpolate particle solutions with a very general least squares

interpolant which can cope with a large class of mesh configurations.

Let f (t,i) be ascalarfunction and fi(t) itsvalues at ii for i:1,2, ' ' ' , N

and time /. Consider the problem to approximate the function and the spatial

derivatives of the functi on f (t ,i) at f in terms of the values of a set of neighboring

points. In order to limit the number of points we associate a weight function

n) = n) (;r - t ; fr)) with small compact support, where ft determines the size of the

support. In the classical smoothed particle hydrodynamics method, h is known as

smoothing length. The weight function can be quite arbitrary but in our

computations, we consider a Gaussian weight function in the following form

( . oE;L), irtrfl < r
tn = w (i, - i . h)): I "*o t-"' L o, else,

with a a positive constant. The smoothing length defines a set of neighboring

particles around f . Let P(i)= {ii ; i = 1,2,... ,n\ be the set of n neighborin!

points of i . The distribution of neighboring points needs not to be uniform and it

tan be quite arbitrary. For consistency reasons some obvious restrictions are

required, namely for example the particles should not bb on the same line.

We approximate the function/(t,i ) by -fn (t,i) as fn (t,i) =Zle fiQ) 0n (ii,x\,

where the shape function fin(it,i) is cornputed at each point i by the least squares

method over its own compact support. It is important to stress that this expression

I
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is consistent only if the function 0n is I at ii, namely Qn(ii,i1): 5'i for all

i , j : L , 2 , . . . , N .
Theapprox imat ionof thef i rs tand;econdorderder ivat ivescanbe

computed airectty n'o"ilrtAil or directly by using the least squaxes method' The

frst mathod is known inliterature as moving least squares method. [3, l0]' Usually

the funotion fn(t,i) *O itt derivatives ia,(t,i) are not smooth enough to be

differentiable and therefore rhe second order derivatives cannot properly computed'

In this pup", *. approximate the derivatives Of (t,i\|?x* by fnQ,*)

=2{=1f {t\ ryn (it,i) for ft = 1,2,3, where 1n(ii'i) is directly computed by fte

least squares interpolation. In a similar manner we define the approximation for the

second order derivative , 6z f (t,i) 1 Qv1 0x* by fan1,i ): E[r fi Q) Vm (fi ' i) for

k = 1,2, 3. T"he determination of the fuitctions fn1xi)' fm?'i)' and fwnv'i\

F-fm Q,.i)) for ft, I = !,2,3 can be computed easily and accurately by using the

i;ti;t'series expansion and the least squares approximation' We write a Taylor's

expansion around nr p"i"t t with *too*n coefficients and then compute these

coeffrcients by mininrizing a weighted error over the neighboring points' The

optimization is const aineito satisry qn(it,i)=L where ir is the closest pofurt,

n'urnrty the approximation must interpolate the closest point'

Inorder t " "pp ' " - i 'a te thefunct ionandi tsder ivat ivesat ibyusinga
quadratic approximatiii ttr""gn the n neighboring points sorted with respect to its

distance from i we let 
3

f (t , i ,)  = fh\, i ' )  *17*g,l) (x*i - x*\
k=l

.+ ri, fw|,i) (xa - x*) (x1, - xp)+ ei'

where ei is the enor in the Taylor's expansion at the point it' The unknowns fn'fn

andfunfork, l : | ,2 ,3arecomputedbymin imiz ingtheol rofg i for i :2 ,3, . . . ,n
and sefiing the constaint !r :0' Our method to solve this constrained least squares

problem is straightfor*ard. By subtracting the first equation with e1: 0 to all the

other equations the system c?ur be written as d = MA -6 ' where

332

332
Lrclz
Axlr

&ln

' = [

MZz M3z A'x112 L'cI22 Lxl32 Lx22-2 Lx232 Lx

L*2; 4"3; ar113 Lxr% 4x133 Lx24 Lx23t Ax
)
I

)
M2n M3n 4111, Axlz, Lxl3" Lx22n Lx23, Ax33,
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where d=l,.frn,fzn,.ftn,.frn,.fpn,.fnn,-fzzn,.fztn'f:3nfr ' b =l'fz- 'ft '( 'ft- 'ft\ ' "' '

. f^-- fr l , ,  d-fe2,q,. . . ,enfr .  The symbol Ax,t i  denoteS r&i-xn,Lxkl i  denotes

(xri - xr,)(xti - x) and Lxkki the quantity (xri - xt') (xt, - x1) 12 for k' I = l'2'3 and

i - - 2 , 3 , . . . , n .
For n > 9, this system is over-determined for the nine unknowns frn and

fp11, for k, l: 1,2,3 '

The unknowns d are obtained from a weighted least squares method by

minimizing the quadratic form J = >?=t wi;? . The abo're equations can be expressed

in the form 1: (Iufr-h' WQun-6; *h"t" W = 6iitDi' The minimization of "I

formally yields d =(MrIfM)-t(MrW)6. Now from the equation for the closest

point x1 we can compute the value of fnQ'i) at i as

In(t,i) = f (t, i) - t'o f *r,, onx u - x k, - i rir, *(t, r)(x*, - x 1)(x 11 - x 2)

since /*r, and fun for k, l: 1,2,3 are now known"

The solution of the constrained least squales problem is straightforward and

more sophisticated techniques can be used. For example minimization or singular

decomposition techniqu", .un be very helpful to determine efficiently the

unknowns.
We note that if the approximation is computed at t we have flQ'i')

= l(l)which implies 0(i,,i) = 6,i for all i,7 : 1,2," ' , N' Also we note that if

the weight fiffrction is chosen in a suitable form then the constraint

61i,,i1i=6qcan be approximated very closely performing the unconstrained

least squares minimization over all the n equations'

3.2. LSQ-particle discretization

The idea behind the least squres particle method is to approximate a space-

time frmction by mans of an expanslon which is represanted by scaled and displaced

approximate delta functions at the particle position'

L e t f ( t , i ) b e a s c a l a r f u n c t i o n a n d f r ( t ) b e t h e s e t o f i t s v a l u e s a t t h e

p a r t i c l e p o i n t s i f o r i : | , 2 , ' . . , . l f a n d t i m e l . W e a p p r o x i m a t e t h e f u n c t i o n-f 
(t,;'s:11t*Q,i)--2!!, rt@0(i,,i),its derivatives /t and fl1as frnu'*;z) =

nr frir,*>='E!!rf,(t\ 4r(i,, i) andfpv,(t, i;z):lrn, fnQ'i)=LLr ft?\wtr(i i ' f  )

respectively. The fuirctions i, ryr, and yrt are comprrtbd at each point through the

constrained least squares approximation described in the previous section by using

the neighboring points orr.i th.i, compact support. The operators fl,flt and fI11 for
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h I = 1,2,3 are well defined and give the values of the function and its derivatives
as a linear combination of the neighboring points.

We can srrmmariz! some abstact properties for fl which allow us to write
the discrete particle approximation. The operator fI satisfies the following
properties:

l) the operator II is linear and the approximation depends linearly from the particle
point values ;

2) the approximation obtained by applying the least square method is consistent
and the waluation at the particle points gives the interpolating value. Therefore
nf (t,i,)= f,-(t)= f (t,i) for all i: 1,2, . . . ,N.

3) From the above formalism we have flf 1, Q,i) : nk f (,i) and tlfu(,i) =

nu f  Q, i )  for  k  l=  1,2,3.

Consider the system n (2.9'2.11), by innoducing the least square

approximation and by using the properties in (2*3) we have

at it for all i = 1,2, . . . , jV. Since the partial derivatives on the rla ate approl

ximated by.the operators II,[I* ,fln for k l = 1,2, 3 the system of partial differential

equations reduces to a time dependent syst!m of ordinary differential ecluations.
In addition to the Navier-Stokes system the equations that determine the

particle positions should be included as

ry =- p,e)rY.D(r,i,)

p,(Dry = -rrYp(t,itt +frnv . a@(t,i))

(p,(t)-r)
Pt$) = 

5

#=  B f i , f o r  i =  1 , . . . , y ' f ,

(3.r2)

(3.r3)

(3.14)

(3.15)

with 0 < pS l. For the aase p= I each particle moves with its own velocity along

the strearnlinesl if p< I the pirticle moves with reduced velocity field and if B: g

the motion is considered-with respect to a fx particle gnd. It is clear that if B is not

equal to I the fieids must be'reconstructed over the points of interest. This approach

allows a great variety of possibilities: the particler can be naced along their

streamlines or taced at fx positions. For problems oVer fx domainS the use of

moving grids could be not effective since the gnd may deform and the solution may

loose accuracy. Furthermore fts implem!Nrtation of the boundary conditions which

is easy in the Euler formulation cannot be done efficiently in the Lagrangian
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formulation. our approach is to applytlre boundary conditions always over a fix grid
ofparticles. This grid must cover fix boundaries but can also be extended to cover
all the domain that does not have free zurfaces.

After the approximation of the spatial derivatives in (3.12-3.15) these
equations reduce to a system ofordinary differential equations. This system can be
solved by a simple integrations scheme. One can use the explicit Euler scheme, but
it requires very small time step.,The simple explicit forward Euler scheme is in some
cases insufficient to give satisfactory results and, if possible, higher order methods
should be used. Here a two Runge-Kutta time steps is proposed which is sufficient
for many of the tests proposed in the next section [14].

Let.y, =|fl, pi,il if and

for i : 1,2, . . . , 1{. In agreement with the notation introduced above the discrete
system cm be re*titten in a compact form as

I t
4ir,y,vy,ay;:i -r,r:r'' '.i1,,0,1 |

L- nv . p(t,i)**nat;tr,;,llj

for i = I,2, . .. ,Iy', where E denote the discrete approximation of the right hand
sides in (3.12-3.13) and (3.15).

4. Numerical Tests

In this section we present some numerical tests. We always consider
discretizations over bounded domains with N particles at ii for i : I,2,. . . , ly' and
constant time step Af.

In this section '.'e denote by "fi the values f (t,ii) with t : mA,t for
m : 0,1, . . .. The discrete form of the Navier-Stokes equations are the discrete
version of the asymptotic equations in (3.12-3.15) for Runge-Kutta two time steps,
namely we solve

t :g(t,v,vv,Av),

pT*tr = of -+ pi nv .nT

iT*' =ir -#fuvpi +Snv .66D:)

^** (Pit -t>
p i - =  

5

(3.16)

(4.t7)

(4.18)

(4.re)
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(4.20)

(4.2r)

(4.22)

(4.23)

(4.24)

(4.2s)

-n++
X i  

-

pi*tr = pf - Lt pi*t rw .iY*t

ii*+ =0, -ft(noo14.** .a6i.+))

pT*'=#
xT*t =iy + ttii.+

u(i,t)=fiv@- L)+

= 4 + | a y

for i  = 1,2.. . . ,  Nand m:0,1,2,. . .  ,  wherethe init ial condit ions are given by
( O'l ,A?1 for all i = 1,2,. . . , y'y' and d,small positive number.

Many strategies can be adopted. one possibility is to perform two timesteps along streamlines and then interpolate the solution ou., u -"* ,.g"r. ;tJ;;points. This is convenient in order to conhol the grid points and keep them regular.In this case the boundary conditions can be imposid simply fixingthe velocity at theboundary. Another possibility is to move continuously ae 
-partictes 

over thestreamlines with its own or reduced velocity. rhe bouncary cinditions must beimposed through special boundary particles which are siuinj over a boundary fix
sid.

First we propose poiseuille flow in order to test the conshained leastsquares method where we compute the viscous and body forces. ro putti.ur,u, iii,flow tests the approximation of the second derivatives in ,pur.. trowever in thesetwo tests the pressure does not play any role and the incompressibility 
"""ro.i"i".i,in a straightforward manner. Then we test the solution for moderate distribution ofpressure against analytical solutions. Finally we test the driven cavity flow against

the corresponding furite element approximaiion where the distribution of pressure is
not hivial as in the previous cases.

4.1 Poiseuille F'low

The first test case is a stationary forced flow through a channel between two
infinite parallel plates. The solution 0 - (z,u)of this simfre flow can be written in
series form as
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0.4

o.3

- 

"_".*.* 

t '* n x xx'X x'X X'x'x.*-r.*

a'*'^ 
" '* '*

.P ,+ +.- -
..t *"

.,I t
o..+ +.. q'

! ono o -a--o- e'+ ++4 o{+}o+++oo4--}}oGo o g{!+-o-e}}}+3o*t

Figure l: Ttsst L E*est flow ad solution for Poiseuille flow

. #: * sn(ff <z' *r)) oP ('%')'
(i, t ;  = 6,

where I is the width of the channel and F the force. We note that, we have to add
the body force F in the momentum equation.

The test was performed with L:5, F: I and Re = 
[. Fig. I shows the exact

and computed solution. We note that the solution obtained',by the particle method
approximates closely the flow. The solution hasbgenl computed both reconstructing
the solution over a fix point grid at each time stgp or letting the particle flow along
sheamlines. In both cases the riratching is excelient.

In,Fig I we pl6,&e exret and prticle solutions obtained by recurstructing
the velocity field.owr dre inifial rogutu partiole distribution at eadl time step.
The solutions are plotted at t = 0.041 (A), I = 0.201 (B), I = 0.401 (C), I = 0.601 (D)

l: 1.001 (E), and l: o (F) respectively. The limit in f does nol present particular
problems and the fact that the pressule is constant allows the viscous term to
dominate the presiure term even for very small valrros of'\d.

0 , 1

A o
B +
C o
D x
E A
F x
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4.2. Flow in a Square

The Poiseuille flow is one-dimensional flow and do not produce variationsin dynamics pressure. In those cases the incompressible limit defined b1, dtending tozero cannot be tested 
11. a proper way. In this subsectior, *" pr"r*, a test where

St nryttyt is changed in agreiment *itr, 
" 

smooth quadratic distribution. we testthe solution against the analyticar solution for a flow drir* t a given forcein the square (0,1) x (g,ll wijh lomogeneous Dirichret ila* condirions. Ler0a = (ua,ua) be the desired velocity deirned by

(4.261 dt@,u\ _ _d,G,a)* =--ii- u4 
dx

where d@, d is d&, d = @(x) @(s,) and O(z) is

{z) = (l - cos (4n z)) (t- zz1 .
The pressure is given by pa = los (x2 -.2sil . For given (aa, pa),the corresponding
body force is

F=(oa.V;0,+ry ;f,ou1oo1
(4.27)

:lir
::lii
,rl .

.  , ; ; : : : : : : : : : : :  :  .

r iii777:i\\iii r i
, i t i { { l . . r t t r t t t ,
;  I  |  |  I  I  :  _ - , ,  I  t  |  |  '  ,

: i i i l l i = : ; ; ; r ; :
: : : i : : : i : i : : : : :

Figure 2: Test 2. Exact flow (right) and solution (left)
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The flow consists of four vortices rotating in different parts of the.domain.

In order to obtain this solution we use a fx particle grid generated at the initiat time.

The boundary couditions are imposed'simply by setting zero velocity at the

bounday and reconstructing the fields at each time step. Since the flow is extremely

complex the grid has been improved to 4l x 4l partieles.

In Figs. 2-3 we have the solution obtained by the particle method against

the exact expression. We can see that the solutioni match perfectly: the a component

is shown in Fig.3. In these figures all the 41 sections are plotted alottg the x-axis

showing a high degree of symmetryand accuracy, The pressure, which is assumed

to be parabolic is matched almost perfectly. Again the smoothing length ll is 2.5

tirnes the characteristics mesh length Ax. The ideal value for h over a regular grid

should be evaluated on the basis of the number of neighboring particles necessary to

compute the unknowns quantities. Usually h: 1.5 Ax is sufficient in the interior of

the domain but not on the boundary, where the number of neighboring particles

available is reduced. Therefore the values of h is dictated by the topolory of the

boundary or ft shoriid be taken space variable. Another advantage of the use of fix

particle grids is the possibility to sfictly confol the number of neighboring particles

*O tnoifot" the approximation error. In this computation the pressure is obtained

by d'= lOe md densrty error less than 0.1%.

:e.-!;,,''^s;

i:t5#
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.4.3. Driven cavity flow

o L
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Figure 5:

INCOMPRESSIBLE NAVIER-STOKES FLOWS .... tseI
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Figure 4: Test B. U-cornponent along the y_axis at r :0.b.

The flow in a cavity drive'by the verrocitr-onthe top has become a pop'rar

:ffi?[i1fiilTf.il*"#taring nume'icat miooos. n'i ..,Jo.ity aon thi top

o.4

t 
':!::?::::l:d::::tr::: 

*11;.i'J):l
'  

' J l l ' - '

,-.-;.li:t"

u ,

n" ro iil -l--.
ne roo ffi .-*-...

u(.r,1)=0 u(x,l)= l6x2 (l_ x)2,

Test 3. U-component along the y_axis at z :0.5.
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with homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions over the rest of the boundary.

Computations have been performed with the iterative method described h tr:

pr"rnio* sections and solutions are compared' with furite element numerical

solutions with different Reynolds numbers.

The solution obtained with the particle method has been performed for

Re 10,100,400, 1000. In Fig. 4 the z-component is plofted alongthe vertical line at

x:0.5. The particle grid used,here is 41 x 4l but only half points are shown' We

remark that for high Reynolds numbers this grid cannot be considered sufficient to

reproduce accurately the Navier-Stokes solutions.

Comparison with Reynolds number equal to 10 and 100 is shown in Fig.5.

In this range the grid is sufficient to reproduce the results and the finite element

solution is ieproduced closely. The value of d is set 104 which is enough to

reproduce the pressure in the incompressible regime with density enor below 0.1olo.

'f
o.rl-

I*f
cri-

",1i
- - l-i
n.f

I

"'f
orl-

I
o.tf

Figure 6. Test 3. Flow for Re = l0 (eft), 100 (right) with moving particle grid'

The computations has been performed with different resolutions, for different

smoothing lengths and for different weight frrnctions. These results can be

reproduced orr"i u large range of values. Similar solutions have been obtained for

moving particle grids and are shown in Fig. 6. In order to enforce the boundary

conditions for the moving particle mesh a boundary fix grid of particles must be

generated around the cavity. If the particles move with high velocities it is not easy

io contain the particles inside the cavity and'oad hoc" techniques should be used (see

for example tlOD. for low Reynolds number the particles can be forced to stay

inside the domain and the results are very close to those shown in Fig' 4 and the
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velocity profiles in F1g. 
I ge-ytgrred by the solutions shown in Fig. 6. However forhigher Reynolds a robust "ad hod"str-at'egy is necessary to keep the particles insidethe boundary. For these.reasons, if flows ire investigated io n* l*uios, it is arwaysconvenient to reconstruct the field over a .ocontrolled,, particle grid and let theparticles move freery only if moving boundaries are presenti 

-----'

5. Conclusion

The resurts of the computations show that the constained least squaresmethod can be used to computJ the second order derivatives *rd ,""onrrruct thevelocif field. No artificiar viscosity *J no ,.ad hoc,, boundary conditions arcnecessary to reproduce the viscous, incompressible flow The Navier-stokcsequations can be simurated with good accuracy and over a quite arbitrarydistribution of particres. The 
-least rt"il: particie 

rgfroo gives a Lagnurgiunrepresentation of the flow which is consistent irF q. rurer repierentation given bythe least squares reconstruction of the field. By simulating tn.ffir"rsible flow theincompressibre limit can be 
_rTily ,"p.oauc.o inside thi limita;; of the expricitscheme. within the proposed formulation tlis timitatio" ;;t be improved bythe development of an. innplicit or projection ,.t rrr. a' i-i.ou"rent in thisdirection can be reached byenforcini ttir in"^orpressibility constraint directly intothe conshained least square approximation or mi neto. air" a"r. scheme can beeasily extended to probrems with non-isothermar flow, complex geoemtries andmoving boundaries.

tu

I2l

t3l

t4l

t5l

t6l
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